
IT Business Analytics

Modern IT is a complex enterprise that spans processes, people, assets, and 
resources. Many IT teams have deployed applications such as ServiceNow 
to automate and streamline these processes, which in turn generate a rich 
set of data. Numerify’s suite of cloud-based applications converts such 
operational data into intelligence to help you deliver robust IT services 
and a superior customer experience at optimized costs.

Business Analytics 
for Intelligent IT

IT Business Analytics



Operational applications often include reports that address the “here and now” questions such as 
“how many incidents are currently open?” But you need to know the “why” behind the “what” in 
order to conduct more meaningful analyses. To get these answers, you need to slice and dice data 
by multiple metrics and dimensions - without waiting for a lengthy technical setup.

Only a sophisticated analytical platform powered by a data warehouse and in-memory data stores 
can deliver such capabilities. With advanced analytic applications, IT managers gain the ability to 
answer new questions as they arise.

Don’t Settle for Reports!

Numerify IT Business Analytics Suite

Our IT Service application spans all major ITIL 
processes from incident and request 
management to changes and outages. We offer 
pre-built dashboards that include reassignments 
and request pipelines as well as change and 
outage trends and ranking. Users can easily 
analyze any of the 500+ metrics across 
dimensions such as assignment group and 
calendar and fiscal time all the way down to CIs, 
assignee, and task.

IT Service Analytics

Incident Reassignment Dashboard

IT Business Analytics

Numerify’s suite of analytic applications are anchored around ServiceNow® and incorporate adjacent IT 
and business data sources such as HR, finance, and call center. Each application offers hundreds of 
pre-built metrics, reports, and role-based dashboards across IT service, assets, and projects. Our pre-built 
application frees up your developers from setting up KPIs and metrics or data extraction routines, thus 
saving significant time, effort, and valuable IT resources.



Numerify’s IT Asset application enables your IT 
teams to better manage asset inventory, 
streamline delivery and provisioning, and track the 
lifecycle costs of assets. Users can monitor trends 
in asset requests to minimize inventory costs as 
well as analyze asset and service issues to tweak 
refresh cycles while curtailing unplanned 
downtime.

IT Asset Analytics

PMO office and project managers alike need 
complete visibility of their project budget, 
resources, and on-time performance. Numerify’s 
IT Project Analytics enables IT teams to track 
project costs, calculate earned value, and compare 
planned to actual costs. In addition, managers can 
drill down into individual tasks, oversee project 
lifecycles, and ensure IT resources are delivering 
maximum value to the business.

Fully integrated with ServiceNow
From an embedded UI to pre-built data mapping, 
Numerify covers all layers of integration.

Community-driven content
Access a repository of intelligence and best practices from 
the IT leaders who use Numerify.

Visual discovery
Ad-hoc tools let users slice and dice data to analyze critical 
information in visually interactive dashboards.

Insights on the go
Mobile dashboards and a native iPad app let you quickly 
access your data and stay in the loop even when offline.

IT Project Analytics

Unique capabilities enable deep insights

Project Portfolio Performance Dashboard

Asset Fulfillment by Location Dashboard



ABOUT NUMERIFY 

Numerify is a leading provider of IT analytics software 
that delivers comprehensive business insights to IT 
leaders. Data-driven managers leverage Numerify to 
provide a great customer experience and increase 
business value.

GET STARTED TODAY

For more information, visit www.numerify.com, 
subscribe to Numerify’s newsletter or visit our 
Resources Page.

Contact Numerify Sales at sales@numerify.com
or call us at (408) 663-5158

The benefits of a powerful platform

Cloud-based Data Warehouse
Fast time to value with a cloud-based data 
store, optimized for real-time queries without 
impacting operational tool performance. 

Incorporate External Data
Load additional data from HR, Financials, and 
Call Center to get a 360° view of your 
IT operations and business.

Advanced Analytics
A true data warehouse stores historical data 
for time-series analysis combined with 
statistical functions and text analytics.

Secure Storage
Our data store is managed with SOC II 
compliant operations to ensure security. 
Role-based access limits who can view reports.


